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MC  

CFS  received a phone call from   stated she had gotten a job and was 

going to have to go do some shadowing today which was during her visitation time.  stated that 

she was sure CFS was aware of the situation with that he had tested positive for meth.  

stated that she is conflicted and doesn’t quite know what to do but knows she can’t be around if 

he is using and that she needs to worry and focus on herself and the kids.  talked about knowing 

who  used with. CFS Stated she was concerned as it could be in the house.  stated that it 

wasn’t.  talked about willing to allow  to stay if he was going to go to treatment but they got 

into an argument earlier when she suggested it and since he wasn’t going to go to treatment, she stated 

she doesn’t know if  is doing the visit later today. CFS asked if  was okay with him doing the 

visit at her house or if they needed to make arrangements for the visitation center.  stated she 

was okay with it being at her house. CFS stated she supported  in her decision to focus on herself 

and her own sobriety and that it was great she wants to help  get into treatment, but she does 

need to put her own needs first.  thanked CFS for understanding.  

CFS received another call from  stating that  refused to go to treatment and was getting a 

little angry and she didn’t know if she was okay with him having visits at her house given this manner. 

There were also issues that visitation worker couldn’t get in touch with  and they were on their 

way with the kids and so they were threatening to have to cancel the visit. CFS stated she would contact 

 and then talk with  later. 

CFS called  and talked with him about if he was going to do the visit or not.  was heard in the 

background and CFS asked  to put it on speaker.  stated that he didn’t know how he would do 

the visit at the visitation center because he has no money to get anything. CFS asked if he could 

take some items from the house to feed the kids. said she had no problem with him doing the 

visit at the house. It was agreed that she would be okay with staying at the house with the kids for 

the visit. CFS talked with and about the situation and that needed to look at possibly 

going into treatment. did not think he needed treatment. CFS talked with about not even a 

week ago during the team meeting the agreement was that if they were able to have negative drug 



screens and follow through with all of the programming that was in place, they could look at reducing 

supervision. said this is just one mess up. CFS stated that this isn’t one mess up as had been 

in trouble the end of August and had been caught with possession. CFS also asked if had gone to 

his program outpatient counseling today with Cindy. said no he hadn’t, he overslept. CFS stated 

that in reality then not only tested positive for meth, but also missed an outpatient appointment 

within a week. CFS stated that right now they needed to focus on getting the provider notified of the 

visit, that was going to be having it, that and need to decide what their plan is and 

that visits might need to be separated next week. and had decided to go ahead and do 

visits together Friday and Saturday and that would get them time to figure out what their next plans are.   


